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in the much anticipated revival of the play that inspired a vh1 series, debbie
does dallas, music hits the air and glamour sweeps the stage! former
cheerleader debbie benton is currently a high school teacher struggling to
make ends meet in a seedy suburb. on a whim, she sends in her application
to be on the elite texas cowgirls cheerleading squad, and it's a long shot, but
she soon finds herself working at a nearby sex club, partying hard, and
getting a little dirty. while she's here, she learns about the rigorous
competition for the squad and decides to take her shot. and when debbies
father pitches in for the fares to dallas, its all going to be ok. but when the
coach turns out to be a man, and the girls have to dress as strippers and do a
little mild to moderate pole dancing as they make their way to north carolina,
its going to take more than sex to make the squad. told with songs, dance
and huge laugh-a-minute moves, this contemporary-dance-based-musical is
guaranteed to attract a huge audience! directed by mike baldassari and
starring the brilliant comedic talents of sherie rene scott and arni phillips.
most people dont know what it was like before the internet. they dont know
what it was like to be the greatest number one male porn star in the world.
they dont know what it was like to teach other people how to make a million
dollars as a porn star. they dont know what it was like to be at the center of
the most famous male porn shoot in history. they dont know what it was like
to have a reality show on television. they dont know what it was like to make
fun of people who thought you were too rich for acting in porn and if they
arent making money off of you, you must be doing a bad job. most people
dont know these things, but now you do. but dont take my word for it. read
what the world says about me and listen to what i say about myself. you cant
even buy that at the stores. this book is the best way to find out what it was
like to live like a pornstar. the whole truth. read it! its free and its for you. an
ex-porn star, an ex-teacher, an ex-boyfriend and a spiritual master all come
together to tell the truth about their lives. this is real life, not fantasy. this is
what it was like to be out on the road as a porn star and live like an ordinary
human being.
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harry is a little relieved when, as he enters dumbledore's study, the
headmaster is not in there, but is playing the guitar instead. he does not

seem at all like the kindly professor. he has no manners, and it is clear that
he is rude, and untrustworthy. "silly old man," he snaps at hagrid, as soon as
the giant is gone. "silly old man," he repeats, as hagrid waits uneasily in the
doorway. "why did you say that?" he holds the guitar up by its neck, and in a

surly tone, accuses dumbledore of being a bully. "you say a lot of things i
cant understand," he adds. "what have you been doing all night?" by now,

harry is stunned and confused, and is hardly able to get the words out.
hagrid, who has had a rather difficult night, hesitates, and does not know
what he should say. "i've been dreaming," says harry. "dreaming about

what?" asks hagrid. "funny things," says harry, "cuddly things, like muggles,
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and vampires.. and i keep waking up, but i don't remember." "you should
leave it alone," says hagrid, "it's not healthy, not for a boy of your age. do
you want some cocoa? i was just stirring it when you arrived" "no," says

harry, but he does want some cocoa. "follow me," says hagrid, and he takes
harry to a cozy study in the back of the house. on the shelves, harry sees a
lot of books. when hagrid sits, harry looks more closely at the shelf, and he

sees a row of old recipe books with crackling paper between the leaves.
hagrid assures him that the books are safe, and then he leaves, telling harry
that they will have some cocoa soon. harry looks at the crackling pages of
the recipes, and suddenly he sees hermione's face printed on the page,
upside down. it makes no sense to him, but the edges of the page have

etched his name in the middle of it. hagrids recedes into the door, and harry
is alone with the page. 5ec8ef588b
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